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ABSTRACT

Simulations with climate models show a land–ocean contrast in the response of P2 E (precipitation minus

evaporation or evapotranspiration) to global warming, with larger changes over ocean than over land. The

changes over ocean broadly follow a simple thermodynamic scaling of the atmospheric moisture convergence:

the so-called ‘‘wet-get-wetter, dry-get-drier’’ mechanism. Over land, however, the simple scaling fails to give

any regions with decreases in P 2 E, and it overestimates increases in P 2 E compared to the simulations.

Changes in circulation cause deviations from the simple scaling, but they are not sufficient to explain this

systematic moist bias. It is shown here that horizontal gradients of changes in temperature and fractional

changes in relative humidity, not accounted for in the simple scaling, are important over land and high-

latitude oceans. An extended scaling that incorporates these gradients is shown to better capture the response

of P 2 E over land, including a smaller increase in global-mean runoff and several regions with decreases in

P2E. In the zonal mean over land, the gradient terms lead to a robust drying tendency at almost all latitudes.

This drying tendency is shown to relate, in part, to the polar amplification of warming in the Northern

Hemisphere, and to the amplified warming over continental interiors and on the eastern side of midlatitude

continents.

1. Introduction

Earth’s water cycle is expected to change substantially

as the climate warms (Collins et al. 2013), impacting

societies, economies, and ecosystems throughout the

world (IPCC 2014). The net water flux into the surface—

the precipitation minus evaporation over ocean or pre-

cipitationminus evapotranspiration over land (P2E)—

is a key aspect of the water cycle. Over oceans P 2 E

strongly affects the salinity of the mixed layer, while

over continents it determines the sum of surface and

subsurface runoff. In the long-term mean and averaged

globally, P 2 E over land must approximately balance

P 2 E over ocean, but the greater surface water avail-

ability over ocean implies thatP2E behaves differently

locally over ocean compared to land in the current cli-

mate, and differences in the response to climate change

may also be expected. Climate-model simulations of

warming climates exhibit a land–ocean contrast in the

responses of both P 2 E and precipitation (Roderick

et al. 2014; Vallis et al. 2015), with generally smaller

magnitude changes over land than ocean.

Over ocean, simulated changes inP2E on large scales

are found to scale with changes in surface temperature

(Mitchell et al. 1987; Chou and Neelin 2004; Held and

Soden 2006; Chou et al. 2009). A simple thermodynamic

scaling yields a moistening of the tropics and extratropics

and a drying of the subtropics at a rate of approximately

7%K21 with respect to the local surface temperature

change (Held and Soden 2006). This ‘‘wet-get-wetter,

dry-get-drier’’ response is a consequence of increasing

atmospheric water vapor content and transport in a
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warming climate, following the Clausius–Clapeyron re-

lation at roughly constant relative humidity [a similar

mechanism was termed the direct moisture effect by

Chou and Neelin (2004)]. The dynamical contribution to

precipitation changes is also important locally (Xie et al.

2010; Huang et al. 2013; Chadwick et al. 2013), but the

simple thermodynamic scaling captures the planetary-

scale pattern of P 2 E changes in climate-model simula-

tions (Held and Soden 2006). The resulting amplification

of the spatial pattern of P 2 E over ocean is consistent

with observed salinity changes over recent decades, al-

though the rate of amplification inferred from observed

salinity changes is higher than what most climate models

simulate (Durack et al. 2012).

In the time mean over land, P2 E is generally positive

or close to zero because evapotranspiration cannot ex-

ceed precipitation in the timemeanwhen averaged over a

drainage basin. As a result, the simple thermodynamic

scaling implies thatP2E over land should either increase

or stay close to zero as the climate warms. One implica-

tion is an increase in global-mean runoff as the climate

warms. The observed trend in global continental dis-

charge from rivers is negative but not statistically signifi-

cant (Dai et al. 2009). Global-mean runoff does increase

with warming in simulations of twenty-first-century cli-

mate change (Alkama et al. 2013), although we show here

that it does not increase as much as the simple scaling

implies. Importantly, the simple scaling does not imply

that drylands should get drier with climate warming, even

though this is sometimes assumed to be the case.

The physical basis of the simple scaling is weaker over

land than ocean (Held and Soden 2006), and recent

studies have found that it fails to capture simulated

changes in P2 E over land (Roderick et al. 2014) and is

not confirmed by historical observations over land

(Greve et al. 2014). As we will show, simulations of

global warming exhibit only weak increases in P 2 E

over land, at a rate substantially smaller than the 7%K21

given by the simple scaling. Furthermore, projected re-

gional decreases in P2 E (Seager and Vecchi 2010), for

instance in the Mediterranean (Seager et al. 2014a),

cannot be explained by the ‘‘wet-get-wetter’’ mecha-

nism. Deviations from the simple scaling can occur over

both ocean and land because of changes in the mean

circulation and eddies (e.g., Seager et al. 2010; Scheff

and Frierson 2012; Huang et al. 2013; Seager et al.

2014a,b). In addition, changes in horizontal temperature

gradients, which are neglected by the simple scaling, are

important for changes in P2E between the present and

the Last Glacial Maximum (LGM) over both land and

ocean (Boos 2012). However, given that the simple

scaling performs systematically worse over land than

ocean in simulations of global warming (Roderick et al.

2014), it seems that there may be a robust and wide-

spread mechanism retarding the response of the terres-

trial water cycle to global warming.

Here, we investigate the physical mechanisms con-

trolling projected changes in P 2 E over all land regions

in simulations from phase 5 of the Coupled Model In-

tercomparison Project (CMIP5). Both temperature and

relative humidity respond differently over land than

ocean (e.g., Byrne and O’Gorman 2013b), and we show

here that the response of P 2 E is affected by these dif-

ferences. A sensitivity of tropical precipitation to changes

in relative humidity over land has already been proposed

(Chadwick et al. 2013), but here we find it is gradients in

fractional changes in relative humidity rather than local

changes in relative humidity that are important for

changes in P2 E. We will use the term ‘‘drying’’ to refer

to a decrease in P2 E over land, but we recognize that a

drying influence can be measured in other ways. For

example, some recent studies have found widespread

decreases in the ratio of precipitation to potential

evapotranspiration (the aridity index) in simulations of a

warming climate (Fu and Feng 2014; Scheff and Frierson

2015). Our focus is on changes in P 2 E that may be

expected to affect runoff, soilmoisture, and groundwater.

We begin by describing the changes in P2E in global

warming simulations and demonstrating that the simple

scaling does not capture the response over land (section

2). We then introduce an extended scaling that better

captures the changes in P2E over land (section 3). The

extended scaling accounts for changes in horizontal

temperature gradients [in a similar way to an expression

used by Boos (2012)], and it also accounts for gradients

in the fractional change in relative humidity. We discuss

the physical mechanisms that lead to a drying tendency

over land relative to the simple scaling (section 4) and

the role of dynamical changes in the land response

(section 5), before we summarize our results and their

implications (section 6).

2. P 2 E changes in CMIP5 simulations and the
simple scaling

We analyze simulated changes in P 2 E from 10

CMIP5 models.1 The climate change we consider is the

difference between 30-yr time averages in the historical

(1976–2005; referred to as the base climate) and the

1 Themodels used are BCC-CSM1.1, BCC-CSM1.1-M, BNU-ESM,

CNRM-CM5, IPSL-CM5A-LR, MIROC5, MIROC-ESM, MIROC-

ESM-CHEM, MRI-CGCM3, MRI-ESM1 (expansions of acronyms

are available online at http://www.ametsoc.org/PubsAcronymList).

Other models were excluded because the necessary data were not

available at the time when the analysis was conducted.
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RCP8.5 (2070–99) simulations. For each simulation, we

use the r1i1p1 ensemble member (Taylor et al. 2012).

Monthly-mean precipitation and evaporation are used

to evaluate P 2 E in each climate and to evaluate the

simple and extended scalings discussed later. Monthly-

mean surface-air temperature and relative humidity are

also needed to evaluate the scalings, and daily-mean

winds and specific humidity are used to calculate the

vertically integrated horizontal moisture flux that is

needed for the extended scaling.

The simulations show a P 2 E response with sub-

stantial spatial structure (Figs. 1a and 2a). Over oceans,

the ‘‘wet-get-wetter, dry-get-drier’’ pattern is evident,

with moistening in the tropics and extratropics and

drying in the subtropics as the climate warms (Fig. 2a).

This pattern is strongly evident in the zonal mean

(Fig. 3a), in agreement with the earlier CMIP3 simula-

tions (e.g., Held and Soden 2006). P 2 E in the base

climate has a smaller magnitude over land than over

ocean in many regions (Fig. S1; supplementary material

is available online at http://dx.doi.org/10.1175/JCLI-D-

15-0369.s1), and the absolute changes inP2E over land

(Figs. 1a and 3b) are also mostly weaker than over

ocean (Figs. 2a and 3a). In the zonal mean over land,

there is projected moistening in the tropics and North-

ern Hemisphere extratropics, negligible changes in the

FIG. 1. Multimodel-mean changes in (a) P 2 E (mmday21) be-

tween the historical (1976–2005) and RCP8.5 (2070–99) simula-

tions along with the estimated changes from (b) the simple scaling

[(2)] and (c) the extended scaling [(7)]. Only the changes over land

are shown. The results for each model are linearly interpolated to

a common grid prior to calculation of the multimodel mean. For

(c), the gradient terms in the extended scaling have been smoothed

to reduce noise using three passes of a 33 3-point Gaussian filter

with a standard deviation of 0.75 grid points.

FIG. 2. As in Fig. 1, but showing only ocean regions.
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subtropics, and drying in the Southern Hemisphere

midlatitudes (Fig. 3b).

In statistical steady state,P2E is balanced bymoisture

convergence in the atmosphere,P2E52$ � F, where F
is the horizontal moisture flux integrated vertically

through the depth of the atmosphere, and all quantities

are averaged in time. Changes in P 2 E as the climate

warms are balanced by the convergence of changes in the

moisture flux F,

d(P2E)52$ � dF , (1)

where d refers to the change between two climates. The

changes in F are associated with changes in the specific

humidity field and the atmospheric circulation. By ne-

glecting the effect of climate change on the atmospheric

circulation, relative humidity, and horizontal tem-

perature gradients, and by assuming that the vertically

integrated horizontal moisture flux scales with the lower-

tropospheric moisture content, Held and Soden (2006)

used the perturbation moisture budget [(1)] to derive the

following simple scaling for the change inP2E between

two climates:

d(P2E)’adT
s
(P2E) , (2)

where a is a temperature-dependent parameter derived

from the Clausius–Clapeyron relation, dTs is the change

in the time-mean local surface-air temperature, andP2E

on the right-hand side of the scaling is evaluated in the

base climate. The parameterawas specified byHeld and

Soden to be 7%K21, but we calculate a at each latitude

and longitude and for each climatological month using

a5L/(RyT
2
s ) where L is the latent heat of vaporization

and Ry is the gas constant for water vapor. Under global

warming, this simple scaling suggests an enhancement of

the climatological water cycle (P 2 E) at a rate of ap-

proximately 7%K21.

The simple scaling (and later the extended scaling) is

applied to estimate the P 2 E changes between the

historical and RCP8.5 simulations at each model grid

point and for each calendar month individually before

taking the annual mean (and, in some figures, the zonal

means over land or ocean). Despite its simplicity and

neglect of changes in circulation, the simple scaling

captures much of the simulated response over oceans

(Figs. 2b and 3a). The simple scaling is much less suc-

cessful over land (Figs. 1b and 3b). It implies that almost

all land should become wetter as the climate warms

(because climatological P 2 E $ 0 over land on large

scales), but there are many land regions with decreases

in P2 E in the simulations. Where P2 E does increase

over land, such as in the Northern Hemisphere high

latitudes, the simple scaling overestimates the response.

The global-mean increase over land is also over-

estimated (Fig. 4) by about a factor of 5 in the

FIG. 3. Multimodel-mean changes in zonal-mean P 2 E over

(a) oceans and (b) land. Black lines show the simulated changes.

Red dashed lines and red solid lines are the estimates from the

simple [(2)] and extended scalings [(7)], respectively. Each curve

has been smoothed in latitude to reduce noise using a three-point

moving-average filter, and this smoothing is also applied to the

subsequent zonal-mean plots.

FIG. 4. Simulated changes in global-mean land P 2 E (i.e.,

changes in global-mean runoff) vs the estimates from the simple

scaling (black squares) and the extended scaling (red circles).

The simulated and estimated changes have been expressed as

a percentage of their base-climate values and normalized by the

global-mean changes in surface-air temperature. The black line is

the one-to-one line.
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multimodel mean and by as much as a factor of 21 in

one model.

In the next section, we derive an extended scaling for

changes in P2 E and show that spatial heterogeneity in

both changes in temperature and fractional changes in

relative humidity must be taken into account over land.

3. Extended scaling for P 2 E

As the climate warms, strong land–ocean contrasts in

the near-surface temperature and relative humidity re-

sponses are expected. There is larger warming over land

(Sutton et al. 2007; Joshi et al. 2008; Byrne and

O’Gorman 2013a,b), and relative humidity increases

over ocean but decreases over land (O’Gorman and

Muller 2010; Lâıné et al. 2014). Land–ocean contrasts,

along with other robust features of global warming

simulations such as polar amplification (e.g., Holland

and Bitz 2003), affect the spatial pattern of lower-

tropospheric specific humidity changes and conse-

quently influence the atmospheric moisture budget and

the P 2 E response. However, the simple scaling [(2)]

accounts only for local changes in specific humidity (at

fixed relative humidity), neglecting changes in horizon-

tal specific humidity gradients. The simple scaling is also

unlikely to be able to represent the effect on P2E from

decreases in stomatal conductance due to increases in

atmospheric CO2 concentrations, even though these

decreases have been found to contribute to the changes

in both surface-air relative humidity and P 2 E over

land (Cao et al. 2010).

a. Derivation of extended scaling

We derive an extended scaling for the P2E response

that takes account of changes in relative humidity and

horizontal temperature gradients (although it still ne-

glects changes in the circulation). First, we decompose

the vertically integrated horizontal moisture flux into

components associated with the monthly-mean circula-

tion and with transient eddies, Fmean and Feddy, re-

spectively. Neglecting changes in circulation, we assume

that the flux associated with the monthly-mean circula-

tion scales with the near-surface specific humidity,

dFmean ’ (dqs/qs)Fmean, where qs is the surface-air spe-

cific humidity. Substituting this into the perturbation

moisture budget (1), we obtain

d(P2E)
mean

’ (dq
s
/q

s
)(P2E)

mean
2F

mean
� $(dq

s
/q

s
) ,

(3)

where (P2E)mean 52$ � Fmean is the component of

climatological P2 E associated with the monthly-mean

circulation.

The moisture flux by transient eddies is approxi-

mately diffusive for short velocity correlation times

(O’Gorman and Schneider 2006). We assume that

transient eddies transport moisture diffusively down

the mean surface-air specific humidity gradient, such

that Feddy ’2D $qs whereD is the diffusivity. We can

then approximate the transient-eddy component

(P2E)eddy 52$ � Feddy as

(P2E)
eddy

’$ �D $q
s
. (4)

To find a form of the scaling for the eddy component

that is similar to that of the mean component, it

is useful to write d(P2E)eddy ’$ �D $[(dqs/qs)qs],

where we have neglected the effect of climate change

on the diffusivity. Applying the product rule to the

right-hand side of this expression, the scaling for the

transient eddy component of P2E changes may be

written as

d(P2E)
eddy

’ (dq
s
/q

s
)(P2E)

eddy
2 2F

eddy
� $(dq

s
/q

s
) ,

(5)

where we have further neglected the gradient of the

diffusivity and the Laplacian of fractional specific hu-

midity changes.2 Adding (3) to (5), a scaling for P2E in

terms of fractional changes in specific humidity is

obtained:

d(P2E)’ (dq
s
/q

s
)(P2E)2G � $(dq

s
/q

s
) , (6)

where G5F1Feddy 5Fmean 1 2Feddy. Note that the

modified moisture flux G includes double the contribu-

tion from the eddy component when compared to the

moisture flux F.

To facilitate a straightforward comparison with the

simple scaling [(2)], we relate the fractional change in

specific humidity to changes in temperature and rel-

ative humidity. We approximate the relative humidity

as the ratio of the specific humidity to the saturation

specific humidity, such that dqs/qs ’ dqs* /qs* 1 dHs/Hs,

where qs* is the surface-air saturation specific hu-

midity and Hs is the surface-air relative humidity.

Further relating the changes in surface saturation

2 Scale analysis suggests that the Laplacian term [D qs=
2(dqs/qs)]

omitted in the derivation of (5) is smaller than the retained terms

[(dqs/qs)(P2E)eddy] and [22Feddy � $(dqs/qs)] to the extent that the

length scale of variation of (dqs/qs) is larger than that of qs. In

addition, the Laplacian term is noisy and difficult to calculate re-

liably because of the need to estimate second-order derivatives and

the eddy diffusivity. For these reasons we have not retained the

Laplacian term in our derivation, even though it may make a

nonnegligible contribution particularly on small scales.
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specific humidity to the changes in surface tempera-

ture by dqs* /qs* ’adTs, where we calculate a locally

using a5L/(RvT
2
s ), we obtain an extended scaling

for P 2 E:

d(P2E)’ adT
s
(P2E)|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}

simple scaling

1 (dH
s
/H

s
)(P2E)2G � $(adT

s
)2G � $(dH

s
/H

s
)|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}

additional terms

. (7)

If changes in relative humidity and gradients of adTs

are neglected, the simple scaling [(2)] is recovered.

The extended scaling has three additional terms

compared to the simple scaling: a term related to lo-

cal relative humidity changes [(dHs/Hs)(P2E)], a

term primarily related to gradients of changes in

temperature [2G � $(adTs)], and a term related to

gradients of fractional changes in relative humidity

[2G � $(dHs/Hs)]. To simplify the discussion, we will

often refer to gradients of changes in temperature

rather than gradients of adTs, but the gradients of

a are retained for greater accuracy. Boos (2012) con-

sidered the term 2aF � $dTs [similar to 2G � $(adTs) in

the extended scaling] and found it to be important for

changes inP2E between the present day and the LGM.3

Although the extended scaling has more terms than

the simple scaling and depends on themodifiedmoisture

flux in the base climate, the only changes it requires are

in surface-air quantities. The assumptions made in de-

riving the extended scaling amount to assuming that the

mean moisture flux scales with the specific humidity and

that the transient-eddy moisture flux scales with the

horizontal specific humidity gradient. By contrast, the

simple scaling [(2)] assumes that the total moisture flux

divergence scales with the specific humidity and that

changes in relative humidity are negligible.

b. Application of extended scaling

Unlike the simple scaling, which suggests that all land

becomes wetter under climate warming (Fig. 1b), the

extended scaling gives regions of both moistening and

drying over land (Fig. 1c). In the zonal mean over land,

the extended scaling clearly improves the agreement

with the simulated changes in P 2 E (Fig. 3b): the

magnitude of the moistening at many latitudes is better

captured, including over the Northern Hemisphere

midlatitudes, as is the drying in the Southern Hemi-

sphere extratropics. The extended scaling does not give

as much moistening of the tropics as the simple scaling

but it still overestimates the P 2 E response sub-

stantially in this region, primarily because of mean cir-

culation changes that are not accounted for in the

extended scaling (as discussed in section 5). Global-

mean changes in land P 2 E (equivalent to changes in

global-mean runoff) are much better estimated by the

extended scaling than by the simple scaling, although

neither the simple or extended scalings capture the in-

termodel scatter (Fig. 4). The multimodel mean of the

global-mean change in land P 2 E is 2.7%K21, as

compared to estimates of 4.2%K21 from the extended

scaling and 9.2%K21 from the simple scaling. The re-

maining discrepancy between the simulated global-

mean runoff changes and the extended scaling may be

overestimated here because the transient-eddymoisture

fluxes in the base climate are evaluated using daily-mean

wind and specific humidity data, which likely leads to an

underestimate of the flux-gradient terms in the extended

scaling (cf. Seager and Henderson 2013). The discrep-

ancy is also much reduced if the specific humidity form

of the extended scaling [(6)] is used.4

The extended scaling partially captures interesting

features of the simulated response regionally over land,

such as drying over North America and the southern

part of SouthAmerica, and the broad drying of southern

3 Boos (2012) assumed that the moisture flux scaled with column

water vapor rather than surface-air specific humidity, and he found

that meridional variations in the zonal-mean relationship between

changes in temperature and column water had little effect on

changes in P 2 E. We have investigated replacing surface-air

specific humidity with column water vapor in (6) and found that it

gives similar results to those presented here (Byrne 2015). We

choose to use surface-air specific humidity here because the only

changes needed to evaluate the resulting scaling are in surface-air

quantities.

4 The specific humidity form [(6)] and temperature/relative hu-

midity form [(7)] of the extended scaling give changes in zonal-

mean P 2 E that are generally similar (Fig. S2), but there is a

difference between the two forms over ocean at high northern

latitudes (Fig. S2a), and the specific humidity form ismore negative

at many extratropical latitudes over land (Fig. S2b). The changes in

P2 E from the specific humidity form of the extended scaling also

exhibit more finescale structure for reasons that remain unclear.

The different forms of the extended scaling do not give identical

changes because it is not possible to precisely reproduce the sim-

ulated specific humidity using monthly-mean temperature and

relative humidity due to the nonlinearity of the Clausius–

Clapeyron relation. We focus on the temperature/relative humid-

ity form of the extended scaling so that direct comparisons to the

simple scaling of Held and Soden (2006) can be made.
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Europe and central Asia. Not all features of the simu-

lated changes in P2 E are captured because circulation

changes are not accounted for, and the extended scaling

overestimates the drying and moistening signals in

various regions. Nevertheless the extended scaling

represents a step toward understanding projections of

regional water cycle changes over land. The additional

terms in the extended scaling tend to dry the land rela-

tive to the simpler scaling, and the physical mechanism

behind this drying is discussed in the next section.

Over ocean, the simple and extended scalings are

much more similar (Figs. 2b,c). In the zonal mean over

ocean, the additional terms in the extended scaling can

be seen to be negligible at low latitudes but are more

important at high latitudes (Fig. 3a).

4. Physical interpretation

We next assess the contributions of the individual

terms in the extended scaling, and we describe the

mechanism by which gradients of changes in tempera-

ture and fractional changes in relative humidity under

global warming affect the P 2 E response over land.

a. Contributions to the extended scaling

The four components of the extended scaling [(7)] are

shown in the zonal mean for land and ocean in Fig. 5.

The first term is the simple scaling, which gives

moistening at almost all latitudes over land and the fa-

miliar ‘‘wet-get-wetter, dry-get-drier’’ pattern over

ocean (Fig. 5a). The second term arises from local

changes in relative humidity and is negligible at all lat-

itudes over both land and ocean (Fig. 5b). This may

seem surprising for land given that land relative hu-

midity decreases substantially as the climate warms, but

the change in relative humidity is multiplied by P2E in

the second term of the extended scaling [(7)], and the

regions and times of year for which the decreases in

relative humidity are large coincide with the regions and

times when climatological P 2 E is small, such that the

impact of local relative humidity decreases on changes

in P 2 E is small.

The remaining two terms in the extended scaling are

dot products of the modified moisture flux in the base

climate with gradients of changes in temperature

(Fig. 5c) and fractional changes in relative humidity

(Fig. 5d), respectively. Over ocean, the term involving

the gradient of fractional changes in relative humidity is

negligible, and the temperature gradient term is im-

portant only at higher latitudes. However, both gradient

terms have substantial magnitudes over land.

The gradient term involving relative humidity tends to

offset the temperature gradient term to some extent

over land (cf. Figs. 5c and 5d), which is not surprising

given that changes in temperature and relative humidity

over land are strongly anticorrelated (Byrne and

FIG. 5. The various terms in the extended scaling for P2E over land (red) and ocean (blue) in the multimodel and

zonal mean. The terms are defined by Eq. (7). Shown are changes in P 2 E due to (a) the local temperature change

(the simple scaling), (b) the local relative humidity change, (c) the gradient of changes in temperature, and (d) the

gradient of fractional changes in relative humidity.
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O’Gorman 2013b). This anticorrelation arises for two

reasons. First, decreases in land relative humidity lead

to a greater land warming owing to dynamical con-

straints (Byrne and O’Gorman 2013a,b). Second,

greater land warming leads to decreases in land relative

humidity for a given change in ocean specific humidity

(Rowell and Jones 2006; Simmons et al. 2010;

O’Gorman and Muller 2010).

To assess the net contribution of these two gradient

terms to changes in P2 E over land, we use the specific

humidity form of the extended scaling [(6)], which does

not require approximations related to the relative hu-

midity or changes in saturation specific humidity. The

contribution from local specific humidity changes,

(dqs/qs)(P2E), is very similar to the simple scaling al-

though it does include a small correction due to local

relative humidity changes (Fig. 6a). The term involving

the gradient of fractional changes in specific humidity,

2G � $(dqs/qs), includes the effects of both gradients in

the change in temperature and the fractional change in

relative humidity, and it gives a drying tendency at al-

most all latitudes over land and at high latitudes over

ocean (Fig. 6b). Thus, despite the partial offsetting of the

temperature gradient term by the relative humidity

gradient term over land, the net effect is to dry the land

substantially in the global mean as the climate warms

(see also Fig. 4 for the global mean).

The relative importance of changes in zonal versus

meridional gradients is assessed over land in Fig. 7. The

zonal component reaches larger values than the merid-

ional component for both the temperature gradient

(Fig. 7a) and relative humidity gradient (Fig. 7b) terms,

although the meridional component is not negligible in

either case. The zonal component leads to drying at al-

most all latitudes for the temperature gradient term, but

it leads to either moistening or drying depending on

latitude for the relative humidity gradient term. Over

ocean, it is the meridional gradients of temperature

change that lead to the overall drying tendency of the

gradient terms at high latitudes (not shown).

b. Drying mechanisms

We next seek to understand why the temperature

gradient term in the extended scaling tends to give de-

creases in P 2 E over land.

The meridional temperature gradient term may be

written as 2Gy›y(adTs) where y is meridional distance

and Gy is the meridional component of the modified

moisture fluxG. This term gives a drying in the Northern

FIG. 6. The contributions to the specific humidity formulation (6)

of the extended scaling for P2E over land (red) and ocean (blue).

Themultimodel and zonalmeans are plotted. Shown are changes in

P 2 E due to (a) local changes in specific humidity and (b) the

gradient of fractional changes in specific humidity.

FIG. 7. The zonal (red) and meridional (black) components of

the (a) temperature gradient and (b) relative humidity gradient

terms in the extended scaling. Results are shown in the multimodel

and zonal mean over land.
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Hemisphere extratropics (Fig. 7a), which is related to

the poleward moisture flux by eddies (leading toGy . 0)

and the polar amplification of warming [›y(adTs). 0] in

the Northern Hemisphere extratropics (a is also larger

at the poles than at the equator, which contributes to the

drying tendency). Polar amplification is, therefore, an

important contributor to changes in P 2 E over land in

the Northern Hemisphere extratropics.

The zonal temperature gradient term may be written

as 2Gx›x(adTs), where x is zonal distance andGx is the

zonal component of the modified moisture fluxG, and it

gives a drying at almost all latitudes (Fig. 7a). We have

identified two distinct drying mechanisms involving this

term, both of which relate to the land–ocean warming

contrast.

1) ‘‘ASYMMETRIC WARMING’’ MECHANISM

Consider a nondivergent modified moisture flux G in

the base climate and an asymmetric warming profile over

the continent, with enhanced warming on the leeward

side compared to the windward side (Fig. 8a). Here, for

simplicity, we neglect spatial variations in a. In this sce-

nario, the gradient vector of the temperature change is in

the same direction as the flux over most of the continent,

producing a net drying of the land from2Gx›x(adTs). To

give a drying, this mechanism requires that the temper-

ature change over land is larger on the leeward coastline

than on the windward coastline, as might be expected

given the land–ocean warming contrast and the more

maritime climate on the windward coast. This is the

asymmetric-warming drying mechanism.

2) ‘‘ENHANCED LAND WARMING’’ MECHANISM

For the second drying mechanism, consider an east-

ward modified moisture fluxG that is convergent over a

continent (Fig. 8b), and a temperature-change profile

with enhanced warming over land relative to ocean. The

precise shape of the warming profile is not important for

this mechanism, but rather the fact that there is greater

warming in the continental interior than at the coasts. In

contrast to the asymmetric-warming mechanism, the

warming can be the same at the east and west coastlines,

but the modified moisture flux cannot be nondivergent.

In this scenario, the gradient vector of the temperature

change points to the east over the western side of the

continent (in the same direction as the flux), leading to a

drying from2Gx›x(adTs), and points to the west on the

eastern side, leading to amoistening (Fig. 8b). The flux is

convergent, and so the magnitude of the flux is larger

over the western side of the continent than over the

eastern side. Therefore the drying tendency is of a larger

magnitude than the moistening tendency, and there is a

net drying tendency in the zonal average over the con-

tinent. We refer to this as the enhanced-land-warming

drying mechanism. A drying is also obtained if the flux is

westward, or if it is pointed to the interior at each

coastline, so long as it is convergent over the continent.

To the extent that the modified moisture flux behaves

similarly to the moisture flux, it may be expected to be

convergent over continents because of the need for

positive net P2 E to balance runoff in the base climate.

3) CONTRIBUTIONS OF EACH MECHANISM

To quantify the relative roles of the asymmetric-

warming mechanism compared to the enhanced-land-

warming mechanism in the response of land P 2 E, we

decompose the zonal temperature gradient term into a

sum of contributions due to each mechanism,

2

�
G

x

›(adT
s
)

›x

�
5 2fG

x
g
�
›(adT

s
)

›x

�
|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}

asymmetric warming

2

�
G

x
*

�
›(adT

s
)

›x

�
*
�

|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
enhanced land warming

, (8)

where f�g denotes the zonalmean across a continent and

(�)* denotes the departure from the zonal mean across

the continent. On the right-hand side of (8), the first

term corresponds to the asymmetric-warming mecha-

nism, and the second term corresponds to the enhanced-

land-warming mechanism. If the warming at both

coastlines is equal (and neglecting variations in

a across the continent), then f›(adTs)/›xg5 0 and the

FIG. 8. Schematic diagrams of two mechanisms related to the

land–ocean warming contrast by which changes in horizontal

temperature gradients can dry a continent: (a) the asymmetric-

warming mechanism and (b) the enhanced-land-warming mecha-

nism. The heavy black arrows represent the modified moisture flux

G in the base climate, and the curves are idealized profiles of sur-

face-air temperature changes vs longitude.
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asymmetricwarming term is zero. If thewarming increases

linearly across the continent such that [›(adTs)/›x]*5 0

or if the zonal component of the modified moisture flux is

nondivergent across the continent such thatGx* 5 0, then

the enhanced-land-warming term is zero.

Interestingly, we find that the asymmetric-warming

mechanism dominates in the extratropics but has a

smaller magnitude at low latitudes, and the enhanced-

land-warming mechanism is the more influential mech-

anism in the tropics (Fig. 9a). The contrasting behavior

between low and high latitudes is likely due to stronger

mean zonal winds at high latitudes leading to a larger

nondivergent flux compared to the divergent flux, as

well as greater east–west asymmetry in the surface

temperature changes at high latitudes, both of which

cause the asymmetric mechanism to be more important

at high latitudes.

5. Role of dynamical changes

We have highlighted the important role that hori-

zontal gradients of changes in temperature and frac-

tional changes in relative humidity play in the P 2 E

response over land. The extended scaling, which in-

cludes these gradient terms, substantially improves the

estimates of simulated changes in land P2 E relative to

the simple scaling. However, the simulated multimodel-

mean response is not fully captured (Fig. 3b), nor is the

intermodel scatter (Fig. 4), indicating that dynamical

changes need to be accounted for to fully understand the

P 2 E response over land.

The respective roles of changes in specific humidity

versus changes in atmospheric dynamics in influencing

P 2 E are determined using an atmospheric moisture

budget decomposition. Following Seager et al. (2010),

changes in P 2 E are written as the sum of a mean

thermodynamic component associated with changes in

the monthly-mean specific humidity (dMTh), a mean

dynamic component associated with changes in

monthly-mean atmospheric circulations (dMDyn), a

transient eddy component (dEddy), and a nonlinear

component associated with changes in both the

monthly-mean specific humidity and the monthly-mean

circulation (dNL). The decomposition is described in

appendix A and the definitions of the simple and ex-

tended scalings for the mean thermodynamic and tran-

sient eddy components are given in appendix B.

Over both land and ocean, the mean thermodynamic

component is dominant at many latitudes and is well

describedby the extended scaling (Figs. 10a and S3a). The

transient eddy component over land is also reasonably

well described by the extended scaling (Fig. 10b) despite

dynamical changes in the eddy field not being included in

the extended scaling [the extended scaling is less accurate

for the transient eddy component over ocean (Fig. S3b)].

The mean dynamic component is neglected by the

extended scaling, but it is important at low latitudes over

land (Fig. 10c) and ocean (Fig. S3c). Over land, themean

dynamic component dries the deep tropics and moistens

the subtropics (Fig. 10c). Comparison with the contri-

bution of the mean circulation to P 2 E in the control

climate (Fig. S4) suggests that these changes are consis-

tent with a slowdown of the tropical circulation (Vecchi

and Soden 2007) in the deep tropics and to a lesser extent

in the subtropics. This slowdown is also evident in a map

of the mean dynamic component (Fig. S5c). Inter-

estingly, the mean dynamic component at the extra-

tropical edge of the subtropics gives a moistening over

land but a drying over ocean (cf. the black and blue lines

in Fig. 10c). The moistening over land may seem sur-

prising because the poleward expansion of the Hadley

cell with warming (e.g., Lu et al. 2007) is often assumed

to give a drying at the edge of the subtropics. However,

the contribution of the mean circulation to zonal-mean

P 2 E in the base climate is quite different over land and

ocean (Fig. S4) such that a poleward expansion may be

expected to give different responses over land and ocean.

For example, at 308S a poleward expansion of the mean

circulation would give a drying over ocean but a moist-

ening over land (not shown), consistent with the signs of

the mean dynamic component at this latitude (Fig. 10c).

The nonlinear component, involving changes in both

the specific humidity andwind fields, has a similar spatial

structure to the mean dynamic component but a smaller

magnitude (Fig. 10d; see also Figs. S3d and S5d). It is

shown in appendix A [see Eq. (A6)] that the nonlinear

component is approximately related to the mean dy-

namical component:

FIG. 9. Contributions to the zonal temperature gradient term in

the extended scaling in the multimodel and zonal mean over land.

Contributions are shown fromeast–west asymmetries in surface-air

temperature changes (black) and from enhanced-land warming

(red), as calculated from (8).
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dNL’adT
s
dMDyn. (9)

This scaling captures the magnitude and some of the

structure of the nonlinear component in the simulations

over both land (Fig. 10d) and ocean (Fig. S3d), and it

suggests that the nonlinear term tends to amplify the

mean dynamic component.

The above analysis shows that the extended scaling

captures the mean thermodynamic component and

much of the transient-eddy component over land. A full

theory for changes in P 2 E under global warming re-

quires an understanding of not only the effects of

changes in the specific humidity field, which the ex-

tended scaling captures well, but also an understanding

of changes in the atmospheric circulation. The changes

in circulation are linked to the changes in horizontal

temperature gradients via the thermal wind balance,

which means that the dynamic component and the

temperature gradient term in the extended scaling are

not fully independent.

6. Conclusions

We have investigated P 2 E changes in CMIP5 sim-

ulations and found that their magnitude and latitudinal

structure are different over land and ocean. Our analysis

is based on the moisture budget, but a land–ocean con-

trast is also evident in the local energetic perspective on

precipitation changes (Muller and O’Gorman 2011),

and this is worthy of further study. The ocean P 2 E

response on large scales can be understood as an en-

hancement of climatological P 2 E resulting from in-

creased atmospheric moisture transport in a warmer

climate. However, this ‘‘wet-get-wetter, dry-get-drier’’

scaling does not apply over land, where it substantially

overestimates the simulated moistening and does not

capture the projected drying in many regions.

Modifying the simple scaling of Held and Soden

(2006) by accounting for changes in horizontal temper-

ature gradients and relaxing the assumption of fixed

relative humidity, we have derived an extended scaling

for P 2 E. The extended scaling includes additional

terms that involve the horizontal moisture flux and

horizontal gradients of changes in surface-air tempera-

ture and fractional changes in surface-air relative hu-

midity. The moisture flux by transient eddies is related

to the time-mean specific humidity field using a diffusive

approximation, and this leads to a factor of 2 that mul-

tiplies its contribution to the gradient terms. The ex-

tended scaling also accounts for the effect of local

changes in relative humidity, but this turns out to be

negligible. The temperature gradient term had previously

FIG. 10. Contributions to changes in P 2 E over land from (a) the mean thermodynamic component, (b) the

transient eddy component, (c) the mean dynamic component, and (d) the nonlinear component [the various terms

are defined by (A5)]. Solid black lines denote the simulated changes, and the red dashed and red solid lines are the

estimates from the simple [(B1) and (B2)] and extended [(B3) and (B4)] scalings, respectively. The black dashed line

in (d) is the nonlinear scaling (9). The blue line in (c) shows themean dynamic component over ocean for comparison.

Results are shown in the multimodel and zonal mean.
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been found to be important in simulated P2 E changes

between the present day and the LGM (Boos 2012).

Here, we find that the extended scaling substantially

improves estimates of changes in land P2 E globally, in

the zonal mean, and regionally. In particular, it gives an

improved estimate of the global-mean runoff changes

(4.2%K21 versus a simulated value of 2.7%K21) as

compared to the simple scaling (9.2%K21), and it cap-

tures to some extent the projected drying in parts of

southern South America, North America, and Europe.

In the zonal mean over land, the extended scaling gives a

response of P2 E that is more negative than the simple

scaling at almost all latitudes, with increases in P2 E in

the tropics and at high latitudes and smaller decreases at

latitudes in between.

The zonal temperature gradient term in the extended

scaling gives a drying at almost all latitudes over land,

and two distinct drying mechanisms were identified for

this term. The first mechanism arises from the east–west

asymmetry in the warming across continents and gives a

drying to the extent that there is greater warming on the

leeward side of the continent (as might be expected

given the land-warming contrast and the more conti-

nental climate on the leeward side). The second mech-

anism arises from the enhanced warming over

continental interiors and gives a drying assuming there

is a convergent modified moisture flux over the conti-

nent in the base climate. The first mechanism is domi-

nant in the extratropics, while the second mechanism is

more important in the tropics and subtropics. The me-

ridional temperature gradient term also contributes, and

polar amplified warming leads to an important drying

tendency in the extratropics of the Northern Hemi-

sphere. Gradients of fractional changes in relative hu-

midity oppose the effects of the gradients in warming to

some extent but are not large enough to cancel them,

and further work is needed to better understand the

degree of cancellation of the two terms.

The extended scaling is generally more similar to

the simple scaling over ocean than over land, but

meridional gradients of temperature change do give a

drying tendency over high-latitude oceans. Circula-

tion changes are not included in the extended scaling

and are important for changes in P2E over both land

and ocean. Interestingly, the mean dynamic compo-

nent at the extratropical edge of the subtropics gives a

drying in the zonal mean over ocean but a moistening

in the zonal mean over land. These opposite signed

changes are not necessarily inconsistent with a pole-

ward expansion of the Hadley cell because the con-

tribution of the mean circulation to P 2 E in the base

climate has quite different meridional structures over

land and ocean.

The extended scaling provides a relatively simple way

to understand first-order changes in P 2 E over land

under global warming. The extended scaling is attractive

because, like the simple scaling, the only changes it re-

quires are in surface quantities. In fact, if the form given

by (6) is used, then the only changes needed are those in

the surface-air specific humidity field. A primary merit

of the extended scaling is in helping to show why the

‘‘wet-gets-wetter, dry-gets-drier’’ principle does not

hold over land, and in showing that the drying relative to

the simple scaling is related to robust features such as

the land–ocean warming contrast and polar amplifica-

tion of warming. Of course, not all regional-scale fea-

tures of the response can be explained with the extended

scaling because of circulation changes, particularly at

low latitudes.

We have focused here on annual-mean changes inP2E

under global warming, but it would also be interesting to

use a similar approach to investigate the response ofP2E

to changes in stomatal conductance, and to examine

periods of notable terrestrial drying over the historical

period and in paleoclimate records. Mechanisms for

seasonal changes have also been suggested (e.g.,

Wetherald and Manabe 1995; Gregory et al. 1997;

Rowell and Jones 2006) and future research could apply

the extended scaling to investigate water cycle changes

in different seasons.
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APPENDIX A

Atmospheric Moisture Budget Decomposition

In this appendix we describe the decomposition of the

atmospheric moisture budget that is used in section 5.

Our method of decomposition is similar to that of

Seager et al. (2010). In the time mean, the tendency of
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the moisture content of the atmosphere can be ne-

glected, and the convergence of the horizontal moisture

flux in the atmosphere is balanced by the net water flux

into the surface:

P2E52$ � F52$ � [uq]
p
, (A1)

where u5 (u, y) is the horizontal wind vector, q is the

specific humidity, [�]p [ (1/g)
Ð ps

0
(�) dp represents a

mass-weighted, vertical integral over the depth of the

atmosphere (g is the gravitational acceleration, and ps is

the surface pressure), and overbars (�) denote climato-

logical monthly means. To be consistent with the nota-

tion in the main text, P 2 E and F are climatological

monthly means.

Changes in P 2 E between two climates are equal to

the changes in the moisture flux convergence:

d(P2E)52$ � d([uq]
p
) . (A2)

Defining departures from climatological monthly means

with primes (e.g., u5 u1 u0), we can decompose P 2 E

into a component due to monthly-mean winds and hu-

midity, and a component due to transient eddies:

P2E52$ � [(u1 u0)(q1 q0)]
p

52$ � [u q]
p
2$ � [u0q0]

p
. (A3)

For a change in climate we can write

d(P2E)52$ � d([u q]
p
)2$ � d([u0q0]

p
) . (A4)

Following Seager et al. (2010), we further divide the

mean component of d(P2E) into a mean thermody-

namic part, dMTh, involving changes in mean specific

humidity with fixed mean winds, and a mean dynamic

part, dMDyn, involving changes in mean winds with a

fixed humidity field.A1 The moisture convergence by

transient eddies, dEddy, is a covariance term and so it is

not straightforward to decompose it into thermody-

namic and dynamic components, although it could in

principle be decomposed using the diffusive formulation

discussed in section 3a. There is also a nonlinear term,

dNL, involving the product of changes in the mean wind

and mean humidity fields. The final decomposition is

d(P2E)5 2$ � [ud(q)]
p|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}

dMTh

2$ � [d(u)q]
p|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}

dMDyn

2$ � d([u0q0]
p
)|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}

dEddy

2$ � [d(u)d(q)]
p|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}

dNL

. (A5)

Seager et al. (2010) found the nonlinear term was

negligible. We find that the nonlinear term is a sub-

stantial contributor to the P 2 E changes, particularly

over land, and this is likely because we consider a larger

change in climate than Seager et al. (2010) (we use a

scenario with higher emissions and a later time period

for the future climate). Assuming that the specific hu-

midity increases with warming at a rate of a and ne-

glecting gradients of changes in temperature and

gradients of a for simplicity, the nonlinear component

may be related to the mean dynamic component,

dNL[2$ � [d(u)d(q)]
p
’2adT

s
$ � [d(u)q]

p
, (A6)

which gives the result (9).

To calculate the mean thermodynamic, dynamic, and

nonlinear components we use monthly-mean winds and

specific humidities. The transient eddy term is calculated

explicitly using daily data. The vertical integral of a given

field through the atmosphere is evaluated by linearly in-

terpolating to estimate the field’s values at the midpoints

between the archived pressure levels, multiplying by the

pressure difference between the levels, and then sum-

ming over all pressure levels (we use the surface-air level

as an extra level for the vertical integral). The divergences

are calculated by taking derivatives of spline in-

terpolations of the given field in the zonal andmeridional

directions. The calculation of d(P2E) from themoisture

budget [right side of (A5)] matches the simulated

d(P2E) [left side of (A5)] to a very good approximation

over oceans. Over land, the budget is somewhat less ac-

curate, which is likely due to difficulties in calculating

divergences in regions of topography, and also due to our

discretization method being different to that of each in-

dividual model, as noted by Seager et al. (2010).

APPENDIX B

Simple and Extended Scalings for the Mean
Thermodynamic and Transient Eddy

Components of d(P2E)

The simple (2) and extended (7) scalings can be ap-

plied separately to the mean thermodynamic and tran-

sient eddy components of d(P2E) as defined by (A5).

The simple scalings for the mean thermodynamic and

transient eddy components are

A1 The decomposition of Seager et al. (2010) results in a term

related to moisture advection down surface pressure gradients [see

Eqs. (1) and (3) in that paper]. However, this surface-pressure term

does not appear in our decomposition [(A5)] because we have

chosen to take divergences of the vertically integrated changes in

moisture fluxes rather than taking the vertical integrals of the

moisture flux divergences as in Seager et al. (2010).
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(dMTh)
simple

52adT
s
$ � F

mean
5adT

s
(P2E)

mean
,

(B1)

(dEddy)
simple

52adT
s
$ � F

eddy
5adT

s
(P2E)

eddy
,

(B2)

where Fmean and Feddy are the vertically integrated hor-

izontal moisture fluxes associated with the climato-

logical monthly-mean circulation and with transient

eddies, respectively, and (P2E)mean 52$ � Fmean and

(P2E)eddy 52$ � Feddy are the convergences of

these fluxes.

The extended scaling for the mean thermodynamic

component is

(dMTh)
extended

5 (adT
s
1 dH

s
/H

s
)(P2E)

mean

2F
mean

� $(adT
s
)2F

mean
� $(dH

s
/H

s
) .

(B3)

Following the derivation of (5), which assumes the

transient-eddy moisture flux acts diffusively, the ex-

tended scaling for the transient-eddy component is

(dEddy)
extended

5 (adT
s
1 dH

s
/H

s
)(P2E)

eddy

2 2F
eddy

� $(adT
s
)2 2F

eddy
� $(dH

s
/H

s
) .

(B4)
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